Dear Readers,
I am very pleased and honored to be able to introduce this guide. The EDUITALIA Association,
which operates throughout the world to promote and add value to the realm of Italian
Culture, and strong in the educational support of its member institutions, offers magnificent
courses and programs for International Students aimed at opening minds and hearts to Italian
Culture. This is a primary role in the plan for internationalization of the Italian educational
system, in view of the challenges that we all face in the era of global interaction.
The spread of Eduitalia activities in the major Italian centers of cultural and historical prestige,
and the wide selection of programs offered in the Italian Language and in other world
languages, including English and Spanish, qualifies Eduitalia as one of the prime entities
ready to operate within the global environment and capable of reaching the majority of the
global public.
The Eduitalia Guide constitutes an agile instrument which, placed in the hands of an
international student, assists him or her in finding the right course for his/her individual
taste in the city, region or province of his or her choice and for the duration of his or her
preference.
The international learner has numerous options offered by the associates of Eduitalia in
choosing the academic trip of choice in the various disciplines available, including Italian
Language, Italian Art, Sculpture, Fine Arts, Painting, Design, Fashion, Law, Economics,
Communications, Sports, Cinema, Archeology, Culinary Arts, Music, Media, International
Relations, Theatre, etc., etc.
The Challenges of Globalization are calling us all - experts in education, politics, state
institutions, economics - to define conditions so that young people and lifelong learners of
different countries throughout the world can understand the global dimension that regulates
our career and life paths.
The educational framework that EDUITALIA puts at the service of international students allows
them to expand and exploit their possibilities and choices, and offers them the opportunity
of integrating and expanding their knowledge in a logical interdisciplinary framework. The
knowledge parameters, aside from personal choice and influence, allow each global citizen
to become an active leader in a rapidly changing world, and in a world market which
increasingly becomes more internationally competitive.

Prof. Enzo Scotti, Secretary of State for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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